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is a micronized insecticide and fungicide especially recommended
insects; such as flea' beetles, lea~ hoppeu, Colorado pototo beetles,

__ ... _____ plant bugs, aphis, tomato fruit worm, Mexican- bean beetle, Japa.
r
"
nese JleetJes, roller worms, rose chafer, tent caterpillars and diseases; such
os early and late blights, certain le"af spots, down"y' mildew on vegetables
such as potatoes, egg plants, beans and flowers; such as roses, gladiolus,
myms, shrubs.
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DIRECTIONS FOR HOME USE
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AS A DUST, Shake con, to fluff powder, open 3 or 4 holes in
top. Press sides of can with fingers rapidly for dust effect.
Cover both tops and undersides of leaves with thin uniform
film of dust.
AS A SPRAY: Using hand or tg.nk sprayers: Mix 4 tablespoons
per gallon of finished spray. Start by making gravy paste
(adding a little water to the powder). Strain, then add rest
of water: This in addition to keeping solution agitated will
prevent nozzle-plugging. Spray thoroughly both tops and
undersides of leaves until lightly dripping.
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Repeat treatment as required, usually every 7 to 10 days. It is advisable to start dusting or spraying before insects and diseases appear as it is
easier to prevent thon cure certain diseases.

CAUTION
ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:
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7.'00%

CoPiler lin Ia.lc Copper Sulphate) bpr...ed as Metallic
"'-thyl Naphtflal_ ............................ _.. _ .... _._ .. _._.
.85~
Didtloro Diphenyl TrJdtl_tnane .......... _ ... _...........
3.00
INERT INGREDIENTS
.'. 87.65
100.00,%

Avoid inhalation. contamination of food stuffs and store out of reach of children. Do not
apply to green or snap beans after the pods begin to forl:"l nor to food crops within 30 days
of harvest; where control of insects and diseases closer to harvest is necessory switch to nonresidual Banide Garoen Dust or for diseoses only Bonide Copper Dust.
BONTOX may be
applied later to tom aloes if residue at harvest is removed by washing, wiping or other effective
means. Poison if talcen intemally.
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